Implementation of real-time identification analysis and quantification of chemotherapies preparations with a Multispec(®) analyser.
Post-production analytic control of chemotherapies preparations remains a challenge for hospital pharmacists. Indeed, to be feasible, this control needs to be reliable, fast and easy to implement and to use on real life. This is particularly true for teams not familiar with analytic methods. The Multispec(®) analyser has been specially manufactured for that purpose. After several years of daily use, we wanted to focus on its implementation, abilities and defects that should be corrected on the next analyser. Upon 24 months, 23,350 samples have been analysed. Four percent have been rejected on the first analysis, and finally only 0.37% with another sample after homogenization. Eighty-six preparations have been done another time for non-conformity purpose. Difficulties of implementation were in particular on anthracyclins, oxazophosphorins and monoclonal antibodies. However, compared to liquid chromatography for example, the ultraviolet and infrared combination allows a large number of drugs to be recognized and quantified fastly. As a conclusion this analyser is quite helpful and gives a serious alternative to post-production analytic control for chemotherapies preparations. Some points should however be improved, probably on the next analyser, for instance the sample volume necessary for analysis.